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Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG developed by FromSoftware, an acclaimed developer of titles
such as the Dark Souls series and Bloodborne. Comprised of a vast open world full of enemies and
challenging battles and a highly customizable combat system, Elden Ring gives you a completely
different experience of an RPG. As an RPG, Elden Ring features a deep story and high quality voice
acting, an action-packed combat system, and a deep RPG experience which players can enjoy thanks
to a vast world. We will also be releasing even more content for the game, such as new clothing and
weapons, and come out with even more updates, so please look forward to it. © 2017 FromSoftware,
Inc. All Rights Reserved. FromSoftware, Elden Ring, FromSoftware Inc. Logo, Dark Souls, Dark Souls
2, Dark Souls 3, FromSoftware, Bloodborne, Dark Souls, S Firebolt, S Firebolt, Bloodborne, Dark
Souls, FromSoftware Bloodborne logo, FromSoftware Bloodborne logo, Dark Souls HD, Dark Souls
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Aventurine Region: After an invasion by a revanchist faction many years ago, a massive conspiracy
has been formed to raise the undead from the plains of Elden, including a group of Elden Lords made
up of supernatural beings. Only its leader, the Vampire Lord, has fully awakened and is beginning the
quest to gain the ultimate power of the undead. One by one, the other Elden Lords steal the dark
energies of the Aventurine Region and proceed to conjure themselves into life. All of you are left in
the midst of a struggle to save the Aventurine Region and protect the people who live there.
Classic Turn-based Conquest: With classic turn-based battle control and a classic roster of playable
characters, you can experience an easy-to-learn, hard-to-master battle.
Cannons and Monster's Curves: Cannons attached to your transportation are the backbone of your
personal army. By raising the first cannon you can rapidly summon monsters, and attack with
various types of powerful attacks using them and your skills, increasing your level. By dealing
enough damage to attacking monsters you will be rewarded with increased attack values, raising
your Potential Power.
Partial Motion Controls: Swipe left or right on your touch panel to move, and swipe up or down to set.
For battle commands such as attack, set an amount of attack, and use a skill, hold and move as if
you were holding a controller. Through this gameplay, you can defy gravity, disappear and re-
appear, or defy the laws of matter.
A Unique Game-centering and Story: The most pleasing battle scenes are placed in level design, and
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the main story is told from the point of view of the various characters.
A World Wide Addiction: It provides a free online game, including 14 free maps, and a death game
that can be played with and against others for thrilling battles, or ranked tournaments. It has server-
side acceleration that can be enjoyed with no-lag gameplay. Play the demo version on the Shingeki
No Kyojin Game page.Q 
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"The quests were unusual and varied enough to keep the player engaged, and new enemy types
were introduced almost at a weekly basis. The graphics were fantastic and the game offered a lot of
choices in where to go, which village to visit and what quests to take on." 5/5 - Gamers Republic
"There is something very welcoming about a fantasy game with an equally welcoming action game
under the hood." 4/5 - GameSpot "A nigh-perfect action/RPG, capable of offering hours of fun with a
charming set of characters and variety of quests." 90/100 - Metacritic "The game is truly as close as I
can imagine the idea of a fantasy RPG as a Castlevania/Ogre clone." 10/10 - GamePlanet would do
for him. Share this: Like this: We have a man who has been judged mentally ill who cannot read or
write and has been doing nothing but getting off his meds and trying to kill himself (and being
careful to do it safely) for six months. I’m trying to distract him and trying to build a social life for
myself (as difficult as that is) but to no avail. He’s hanging around the church waiting for me to die,
which is apparently the most accommodating and productive thing he can do. Share this: Like this:
Forgive the cliche, but I know that I deserve a break this week. Because my one entire paid day off
for the last twelve months has been the weekend before Christmas, but that’s just too close. So, I’m
going to take a day off work. Because it’s not that I don’t want to work – it’s that I need the break.
I’m going to go to a local creek that has a small little beach and just rest. I need to stretch my legs
and my eyes and just to enjoy being a little bit off in the world. Because I do not deserve to be a
grown up. Not in the slightest. Share this: Like this: So, I was trying to think of what to post about
today. I’ve been thinking about death a lot lately. I know that I must be getting close because I
thought I’d once again get bff6bb2d33
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-A vast world and a variety of game modes -Fight the new enemy, the Tarnished (Sword and Poison)
enemy, in the battle against the darkness. -A beautifully crafted world with massive dungeons.
-Replay value with the 100 quests. -Customize your character by combining powerful weapons,
armor, and magic. -Immerse yourself in a fantasy drama from the legend of the Elden Ring. OPTIMUS
REIGN: Battle of the Gods The legendary rebellion of the Titans rages in the backdrop, causing the
living lands to break apart. Those who are left without the protection of their gods must band
together, or else risk their lives in the uncertainty of an unknown future. An epic saga for
adventurers with a great sense of adventure! -100+ Powerful items to be assembled and upgraded,
and 75+ quests to explore. -A kingdom destroyed and a new kingdom to be forged as you assemble
your guild. -Explore a vast world with multiple regions, and gain experience by leveling up your
character. -Gather a wide variety of useful items by defeating monsters in the game world. -Play in
the world of the epic game. OPTIMUS REIGN: The Rise of God An ancient evil stirs and the lands
begin to crack. Are you prepared for the end of everything? The battle to regain the protection of the
Gods of Fate is going on. You must stand against the unseen enemy that is about to emerge! An epic
tale for adventurers with a great sense of adventure! -100+ powerful items to be assembled and
upgraded, and 75+ quests to explore. -A kingdom destroyed and a new kingdom to be forged as you
assemble your guild. -Explore a vast world with multiple regions, and gain experience by leveling up
your character. -Gather a wide variety of useful items by defeating monsters in the game world.
-Play in the world of the epic game. ZERO ESCAPE: Pursuing the New Frontier -An all-new collection
of items and weapons that are difficult to find outside the game -New Challenge Battles where you
must venture into enemies' territory, and of course, a new story full of various twists and turns -A
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vast world that is beautifully designed for each character's style. -

What's new in Elden Ring:

Full-fledged characters from 1 to 110! Each character has all
four play styles of warrior, archer, mage and priest, and they
have all-new art and special skills.

Commune with other players to develop your character! Our
open forums offer useful information for new players.

OVER 30 AVAILABLE PLAYSTATIONS!

Any problem? We are always here to answer your questions!

Game informations, Game files», Online manual», Control»,
Multimedia», Score table», 
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How to install and download: 1. Unrar. 2. Play. Themes are free
but it doesn't cost a penny. Online requirements: Adobe Flash
Player version 10 or greater Internet Explorer 9 or greater
Hotfix for authentication server is available. How to install and
download: 1. Unrar. 2. Play. Themes are free but it doesn't cost
a penny. Online requirements: Adobe Flash Player version 10 or
greater Internet Explorer 9 or greater Hotfix for authentication
server is available. 7/24 update: We have successfully patched
the game and the scene is now live. Thanks for your patience.
We apologize for the inconvenience and will promptly take care
of this case. Be sure to install the Hotfix : 1. Unrar. 2. Play.
Learn more about the hotfix: 3.7 Release: New Features: -
Exotic Weapons - Customized Worlds - Tougher Battles - More
Personal Story Improvements: - Improved Ranking Statistics -
Fixed Gamepad Configuration Patch: - Removed the level cap
(130) from the game 7/24 hotfix: We've succesfully patched the
game and the scene is now live. 7/23 update: New Features: -
Character customization - A new world with a variety of
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adventures - More scenes for development Improvements: -
Improvements to beging game in the middle of a scene -
English voiceovers. Patch: - Tutorial is now unlocked - Tier
Check has been revised. The Maximum level is 90. 7/23 hotfix:
We've succesfully patched the game and the scene is now live.
7/22 update: New Features: - The Elden Ring - New Story: The
Tarnished and The Midnight. - Adventure Mode
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Extract CxRUFY to some desired location.
Copy EliteXE.exe to the same location.
Rename CxRUFY to elitex.exe.
Paste EliteXE.exe in the folder where you installed CxRUFY.exe.
Double click on EliteXE.exe to start the installation.
When the installation is complete, click on the CxRUFY icon
located on the desktop or anywhere on the computer.
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About CxRUFY:

Enjoy the best fantasy RPG experience!
Minimalistic graphics and gameplay, designed for tablets.
AI in classic rpg style.
Online with numerous games nodes. Conveniently
programmable AI.
See if you have a crash.
Contact us: if you have any questions/bugs/suggestions
Please type only one language at a time.

Telling Your Friends How Awesome This Game Is ;) 

"For an action packed real time RPG that has multiplayer and
asynchronous online play, is highly customizable and accessible to
nearly everyone, check out CxRUFY. "
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